Soldier Beauties
and Sailor Sons in
Republican China
LOUISE EDWARDS

The creation of the new Republic of
China, Asia’s first republic, in 1912, required
more than just a reshuffling of political
leaders. Artists, intellectuals, teachers and
journalists all participated in promoting new
Republican values to the people who had
transitioned, rather suddenly, from subjects
of an Emperor to citizens in a Republic. In
the first decades after 1912, reformers of
all professions promoted new ideas about
family structures, work relations, and
educational systems in a wave of optimism
about the new political system. They sought
to help ordinary Chinese embrace the
opportunities presented in their changing
times and work to build a modern, globallyengaged China and a revitalised Chinese
culture. Chinese people, these reformers
reasoned, needed to be ‘woken up’ so that they
would be able to participate in the building of
their new, modernising Republic.1
Artists were at the forefront of this program
to promote the values of a modern republic
through their contributions to newspapers,
magazines and advertisements. Shen Bochen
(1889–1919 or 1920?) and Ding Song (1891–1969),
two of China’s most famous commercial
artists of these years, modernised a centuriesold genre, the One Hundred Illustrated
Beauties, to provide a direct contrast with
the old imperial values by inviting ‘before
and after’ comparisons of beauties ‘old and
new’.2 Through the circulation of sketches

of beautiful women,
Shen and Ding presented
alluring images of new
lifestyles, egalitarian
relationships, marvellous
technologies and public
leisure activities. Their
readers were well-familiar
with the old-style beauties
of Qing dynasty artists like
Wu Youru (1850–1893) and
Qiu Shouping (c. 1875), so their modernisation
of this genre was redolent with the broader
project of making a modern version of
Chinese culture. Ding and Shen drew pictures
of housewives in modern, tiled kitchens
preparing food for their husbands—a subtle
promotion of the nuclear family where
conjugal bonds triumphed over parental
control. They sketched images of young
women attending schools, delivering speeches,
and reading newspapers—a celebration of the
productive, informed and civically-engaged
citizen. The beautiful women that emerged
from their ink brushstrokes drove cars, flew
planes, rode in trains and, in their leisuretime played tennis, ping-pong, golf, bowls and
croquet. The pining, wistful and self-sacrificing
beauties that dominated the traditional
One Hundred Beauties genre were being
transformed, while not entirely disappearing.3
These old-style beauties were steeped in
literati culture and reflected Confucian values
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▲ Background:
Detail, fig. 2,
p. 82.
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IMAGE: COURTESY OF
BAIMEITU WAIJI (ONE
HUNDRED BEAUTIES
OF THE REPUBLICAN
MODE), (BEIJING:
ZHONGGUO WENLIAN
CHUBANSHE, 2004),
P. 56.

and admired the ancient, the past and women
who largely stayed cloistered in boudoirs and
private gardens.
In Citizens of Beauty: Drawing Democratic
Dreams in Republican China, I discuss the
various facets of the modern values of
citizenship Ding and Shen promoted in their
commercial art.4 Their modernisation of
an imperial-era genre encouraged readers
to appreciate the importance of individual
action, the equality of citizens and the value
of civic rights and duties and the excitement
of the future. Previous hierarchies that had
privileged age over youth, men over women,
literati over the non-literati were dismantled
in their images. With the new Republic,
responsibility for the nation was generalised
to ‘people of the nation’ (guomin) who were
connected horizontally to others around them
as part of a new, Republican community.5
Productive labour by ordinary people was
presented as ‘beautiful’. Simply being out in
public for leisure, work or education became
‘modern’. Speed and motion displaced quietude
and stillness as desirably modern states. Ding
and Shen presented for their readers visions
of citizens-in-action to contrast with the
traditional, moral tales of imperial subjects
depicted in the old-style One Hundred
Beauties in collections by the late Qing artists,
Qiu and Wu.
In Ding’s and Shen’s art, the object of the
new citizen’s efforts was the new nation, the
Republic of China. They promoted the nation-
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► Fig 1. (right) Shen
Bochen, Sewing
the national flag of
the new Republic,
XXBMT, 1913.

IMAGE: COURTESY OF
L AO SHANGHAI NÜZI
FENGQING HUA: SHEN
BOCHEN’S ‘XINXIN
BAIMEITU’ (DRAWINGS
OF THE ST YLE OF
WOMEN OF OLD
SHANGHAI: SHEN
BOCHEN’S ‘BRAND
NEW ONE HUNDRED
BEAUTIES’), ED. BY
WU HAORAN (JI’NAN:
QILU SHUSHE, 2010),
P. 83.

▼ Fig 2. (left)

Ding Song, Mother
teaching her son
about the flag on
National Day 1917,
MGFQBMT, 1918.
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state as the object of a good citizen’s devotion
through the careful placement of the maps and
flags of the Republic of China. Beautiful women
dedicated their evenings to sewing the national
flag (fig. 1), they taught their children to honour
the same (fig. 2) and to appreciate the borders
of their new, sovereign nation as they looked at
national maps (fig. 3).
After I had completed Citizens of Beauty,
I realised that one key aspect of the modern
nation-state—military service—was presented
in far less path-breaking forms. This article
stands as an addendum, complicating the
picture of increasing openness that I describe
in my book. While Ding and Shen do present
new women citizens as models of service to
the nation and as radical participants in a raft
of new public roles, their depiction of women’s
engagement with the military conformed
to age-old patterns of gender norms. Their
revolutionary depiction of modern women in
strikingly modern modes as modern mothers,
politicians, professionals, businesswomen and
travellers is coupled with the more traditional
notions of women’s roles in the Republican

to reconfiguring China’s broader culture
through the remaking of Chinese masculinity.6
Renegotiating masculine gender norms was at
the heart of China’s military makeover as both
Qing and Republican leaders promoted the
martial values that had long been disdained
by a Confucian literati elite. Valuing military
skills (shangwu) was central to their attempts
to raise the status of soldiering.7 Despite this
transformation in attitudes about masculinity
and war-making, China’s reform-oriented
commercial artists did not encourage any
change for women. How, then, did the One
Hundred Beauties genre, with its focus on
presenting new roles for women, engage with
this modernisation of military culture? Why
was it not as radical on this issue as it had been
on a broad range of other sectors of society
such as family, industry, schooling and leisure?

◄ Fig 3. Shen

Bochen, Mother and
daughter looking at
the map of China,
XXBMT, 1913.
IMAGE: COURTESY OF
L AO SHANGHAI NÜZI
FENGQING HUA: SHEN
BOCHEN’S ‘XINXIN
BAIMEITU’ (DRAWINGS
OF THE ST YLE OF
WOMEN OF OLD
SHANGHAI: SHEN
BOCHEN’S ‘BRAND
NEW ONE HUNDRED
BEAUTIES’), ED. BY
WU HAORAN (JI’NAN:
QILU SHUSHE, 2010),
P. 46.

WOMEN’S MILITARY ROLES IN THE
FORMATION OF THE REPUBLIC
military realm. Their vision was more
conservative than both the reality of women’s
participation in the revolution that overthrew
the Qing and the narratives of heroic women
warriors that populate China’s imperial past.
Our artists’ modern beauties were not designed
to encourage women readers to enlist. Yet,
modernisation of the military was central to
the reformers’ campaigns to strengthen China
in both the late Qing and early Republic.
The Republic of China was forged out of
the widespread desire to reclaim some form
of military pride for China. The defeat of the
Qing by the Europeans in the Opium Wars of
the mid 1800s was compounded by the rout
of the Qing navy by the Japanese in 1895. The
once formidable Qing military was ineffectual,
leaving the nation weak—its economy and
social order was crumbling. The modernisation
of China’s military along western lines had
commenced during the second half of the
nineteenth century with German, Russian,
British, American and Japanese advisors and
arms dealers playing significant roles in its
restructuring. This multinational exchange, as
Nicolas Schillinger has deftly demonstrated,
would make modernising the military integral

The battles to overthrow the Qing imperial
government included women in many different
military roles. Women formed armies that
saw military action, worked in intelligence,
bombing brigades and gun running. They
were motivated to join the violence in order
to claim full citizenship rights—they wanted
access to political power in the new Republic
and sought to show their brothers that they
were prepared to undertake all the duties of
citizenship by risking their lives in a military
arena. Leading anti-Qing intellectual Jin Tianhe
(1873–1947) advocated for equality between
men and women in politics as well as in ‘the
navy and army’ in his 1903 manifesto, Women’s
Bell.8 Many women took up his call over
the following few years. Yet, one of the first
regulations issued by the new Republic was
to disband the women’s armies. The rationale
for the ruling was that men and women had
separate spheres and bearing arms was not
‘suitable for women’. The new government
explained that in order to maintain order
among troops and to protect women, the
women’s armies were to disband immediately.
Women wanting to serve the nation were
invited to undertake activities that were more
suited to their sex—nursing and cooking.9
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Moreover, within months the government had
passed laws on dress that banned women from
wearing men’s clothing. Delineating sex and
gender norms were central to the Republic’s
political order and military uniforms were

The modernisation of Chinese martial
masculinity in the Republic depended
upon keeping women out—that is, until
times of crisis.
firmly coded menswear.10 These two rulings
show that there was considerable unease
about the presence of women in the modern
military forces of the Republic, even among the
reformers who overthrew the Qing.
During the late Qing and early Republic
governments needed to change people’s
attitudes to ideal masculinity to improve the
status of soldiering. To this end, they promoted
military values among young men and boys
through the new school curriculums. Women
also experienced these new programs with
the expansion of girls’ schools during the
late Qing—alongside hygienic homemaking
classes, their teachers included physical
activities like those in the boys’ schools.11 They
participated in military drills and calisthenics,
in many cases unbinding their feet to do so.
They learned to shoot, march, and parade and
practised military discipline as part of this
modern education.
Once the Republic was established, women
and girls also heard the public discussion
about the intimate link between the rights of
a citizen and his duty to undertake military
service within the project to build ‘citizensoldiers’ (jun guomin).12 Schillinger shows how
the concept of citizen-soldier successfully
overturned centuries of Confucian rhetoric
in which ‘good men do not become soldiers’
and where the civil bureaucracy had regarded
itself as superior to the military. The social
status the literati accrued over their military
counterparts was being dismantled but not the
link between masculinity and martial power.
The women who joined the anti-Qing armies
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had been prepared to lose their lives as soldiers
in order to claim a place as equal citizens.
Women like the revolutionary martyr Qiu Jin
(1875–1907) wore men’s clothing, organised
women’s schools and trained a woman’s army
to overthrow the Qing.13 But their hopes were
roundly dashed in 1912 when not only were
women’s armies disbanded, but women’s
suffrage claims were met with the patronising
rebuff ‘Come back when you have more
education’ from the very men who they had
fought alongside.14
Women and girls, in the modernising
rhetoric of the Republic, needed to be fit and
healthy in order to become good mothers
for their citizen-soldier sons. But they were
not encouraged to become citizen-soldiers
themselves. Among the hundreds of sketches
of women performing radical modern roles
in public drawn by Shen and Ding there
is a remarkable dearth of female citizensoldiers. For our two otherwise-radical artists,
challenging Confucian gender norms as regards
to the citizen-soldier programs was not on the
agenda. Even while the Republic was increasing
the prestige of the military and rebalancing
the value accorded wen (civil) and wu (martial)
skills, it did not challenge Confucian notions
of women’s roles in the military.15 The
modernisation of Chinese martial masculinity
in the Republic depended upon keeping
women out—that is, until times of crisis. Then,
a long-standing tradition of welcoming women
into military roles is acceptable, for the brief
window of community crisis. This form of
gender parity is isolated to a ‘crisis femininity’
zone in which women are actively invited
to take on military roles to shore up morale
by showing that ‘even the women are joining
up’.16 Once these exceptional circumstances
disappear, women are expected to quit the
battlefield and return to civilian, and ideally
domestic, roles.
The strength of these exceptional gender
roles within ‘crisis femininity’ means that it is
replete with stories of women warriors saving
their emperors, families and communities.
For centuries women have grown up knowing
of the wonders of wives, like Liang Hongyu
(d. 1135), who stepped up to beat the battle

drums for the troops under the command
of her husband—the famous General Han
Shizhong—as they battled the Jurchen. Others
were warriors and commanders in their own
right. The two most famous are both from
non-Han ethnicities from China’s southern
borderlands.17 Lady Xian of Qiao (522–602) was
a skilled political and military leader from the
Yue people.18 Qin Liangyu (1574/75–1648) was
a celebrated Miao (Hmong) commander, who
fought on behalf of the Ming Emperor. Their
status as non-Han women warriors further
reinforcing their distinction from the core of
Han Chinese culture.
Fictional women warriors appeared
throughout Chinese stories and drama. For
example, every Chinese knows of the gallant
Hua Mulan who appears in hundreds of
other poems and plays from the first poem
written in her honour in 568. Mulan is famous
for disguising herself as a man for twelve
years to replace her aging father and fighting
courageously in the Emperor’s conscripted
forces in northern China. Other loyal daughters
emerged to meet audience demand for filial
devotion such as Thirteenth Sister from Wen
Kang’s (c. 1842–1851) Qing dynasty novel Heroic
Sons and Daughters (Er nü yingxiongzhuan), one
of China’s first martial arts novels. Li Ruchen’s

(c. 1763–1830) Flowers in the Mirror (Jinghua yuan
1827) includes further powerful swordswomen
who avenged fathers and brothers in myriad
magical adventures.19
These famous, but exceptional, women
contained within a rubric of temporary gender
parity within ‘crisis femininity’ appeared
in dramas, operas, poems and paintings—
including in the traditional One Hundred
Beauties genre in works by Wu Youru and
Qiu Shouping. Their role was to confirm
the Confucian hierarchies in which women
were exhorted to be dedicated first to fathers,
then on marriage to their husbands and in
widowhood to their sons. Women’s adoption of
military roles was firmly contained as service
to the patriarchal family system and the
traditional One Hundred Beauties collections
reaffirmed these Confucian principles.
Typical of these images are Qiu Shouping’s
Hua Mulan depicted alongside her horse as she
leaves her home (fig. 4) and Wu Youru’s Lady
Liang who is striking the drums as she rallies
her husband’s troops to battle (fig. 5).
Wu Youru drew Lady Xian as she looks
down from the ramparts of her castle alongside
three soldiers. Sword in hand, her power
and status are marked in the image by her
height relative to the shorter male soldiers
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▲ Fig 4. (left)

Qiu Shouping’s
Hua Mulan, QDGJBMTY, 1887.
IMAGE: RPT IN QIU
SHOUPING AND DING
SONG, GUJIN BAIMEI
TUYONG. GUJIN BAIMEI
TUYONG (ODES AND
PICTURES OF ONE
HUNDRED BEAUTIES
PAST AND PRESENT),
(SHANGHAI:
ZHONGHUA
TUSHUGUAN, 1917),
VOL. 1, P. 42.

▲ Fig 5. (right) Wu
Youru’s Lady Liang,
GJBMT, 1895.

IMAGE: COURTESY OF
GUJIN BAIMEITU (ONE
HUNDRED BEAUTIES
PAST AND PRESENT),
(HONG KONG: NAM
SAN, 1977 [UNDER THE
TITLE QINGDAI WUSHI
HUAGAO]), P. 75.
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▲ Fig 6. (upper left)
Wu Youru’s Lady
Xian, GJBMT, 1895.

IMAGE: COURTESY OF
GUJIN BAIMEITU (ONE
HUNDRED BEAUTIES
PAST AND PRESENT),
(HONG KONG: NAM
SAN, 1977 [UNDER THE
TITLE QINGDAI WUSHI
HUAGAO]), P. 73.

▲ Fig 7. (upper right)
Wu Youru’s Qin
Liangyu, GJBMT,
1895.

IMAGE: COURTESY OF
GUJIN BAIMEITU (ONE
HUNDRED BEAUTIES
PAST AND PRESENT),
(HONG KONG: NAM
SAN, 1977 [UNDER THE
TITLE QINGDAI WUSHI
HUAGAO]), P. 75.

► Fig8. (right) Shen

Bochen, Woman
encouraging the
Republican troops
with her snare drum,
XXBMT, 1913.
IMAGE: COURTESY OF
L AO SHANGHAI NÜZI
FENGQING HUA: SHEN
BOCHEN’S ‘XINXIN
BAIMEITU’ (DRAWINGS
OF THE ST YLE OF
WOMEN OF OLD
SHANGHAI: SHEN
BOCHEN’S ‘BRAND
NEW ONE HUNDRED
BEAUTIES’), ED. BY
WU HAORAN (JI’NAN:
QILU SHUSHE, 2010),
P. 153.
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(fig. 6). Her feminine modesty is maintained
by the long gown that covers her legs and
feet. Similarly, Wu’s drawing of Qin Liangyu
has her seated powerfully in the foreground,
noticeably larger than the male troops arrayed
along the ramparts. As with almost all of the
images of women by Qiu and Wu, Qin Liangyu
is depicted with all limbs, including hands,
draped in cloth to enhance her allure and
virtue (fig. 7).
The Republican inheritors of this genre,
Ding Song and Shen Bochen, drew hundreds of
new women for their commercial illustrations,
yet only three are depicted as wearing militarystyle uniforms. None of these beauties could be
confused with men, nor are they surrounded
by male soldiers. In each of the three cases,
the artists explain their soldier beauties with
historical references to the ‘exceptional women’
(qinü) of the past. For example, Shen Bochen’s
1913 image of a woman drumming a snare
drum has a long skirt, with a buttoned panel
that hints at the potential for riding a horse
without diminishing its female-coded ‘skirt’.
The flower in her hat and high-collared shirt
bring further feminine appeal to her form
(fig. 8). He directly invokes Liang Hongyu’s
famous beating of the war drums in the text
alongside the image—reassuring the reader of
her containment within the ‘crisis femininity’
rubric of traditionally-authorised women
warriors. The text runs ‘Who says there is
nothing attractive about military drumming,
when back in the day Hongyu flaunted her
HUM ANITIES AUSTR ALIA
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feminine charms. With a valiant fighter and
a fast horse, there is no need for hatred, the
booming of the drum spurs you onto the
battlefield.’
Ding Song provided two women soldiers for
modern readers to enjoy. One startling image is
of a woman in a modern, western-style military
uniform complete with trousers, jacket, cap
and leather boots. She holds her sword upright

as she guards the tents of the military camp.
Two of the new Republic’s five-coloured
national flags fly amidst the encampment. The
accompanying text makes an explicit reference
to the Women’s Northern Attack Brigade that
had helped overthrow the Qing dynasty. There
are references to the killing of the enemy but
these are balanced by romantic references to
the feminine beauty of lips, face and delicate
bearing (fig. 9). Ding’s second soldier beauty is
wrapped in a voluminous ankle-length cape,
with stars on the collar. Her hat has a dramatic
vertical plume and her leather heeled shoes
are on strong feet in a wide stance. Her hands
are hidden within the folds of the cape but
are holding the long scabbard with her sword.
She too has the five-coloured national flag
and tents in the background (fig. 10). As with
his other military beauties, the text likens this
modern beauty to a known ‘authorised’ woman
warrior, this time Hua Mulan.
The dearth of women soldiers in the
modern versions of the One Hundred
Beauties produced by two commercial artists
committed to promoting new civic values for
the new Republic, tells us that just as women

in traditional China were welcomed into
military roles in times of national, community
or familial crisis; they were expected to exit
the military domain and leave it for men once
the wars were over. Shen and Ding encouraged
women to take up new roles as students,
teachers, journalists and farmers so quitting
the battlefield did not mean returning only
to conventional domestic roles as mothers,
daughters and wives. But, by not including large
numbers of women as modern soldiers, among
the raft of radical images they published—
they reinforced the idea that the modern
military was a man’s sphere. Women’s modern
Republican citizenship meant reassuring their
readers at least about one aspect of gendered
social-life that hadn’t changed—good times,
peaceful times, stable times meant women
did not have to become soldiers. As soldierbeauties they could present an alluring vision
of Chinese modernisation, but they were safely
contained from the most radical challenges to
the patriarchal gender order by references to
the traditional ‘authorised women warriors’
who appeared only at times of national crisis.
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▼ Fig 9. (lower left)

Ding Song, Woman
soldier guarding
Republican camp,
QD-GJBMTY, 1917.
IMAGE: RPT IN QIU
SHOUPING AND DING
SONG, GUJIN BAIMEI
TUYONG. GUJIN BAIMEI
TUYONG (ODES AND
PICTURES OF ONE
HUNDRED BEAUTIES
PAST AND PRESENT),
(SHANGHAI:
ZHONGHUA
TUSHUGUAN, 1917),
VOL. 3, P. 2.

▼ Fig 10. (lower

right) Ding Song,
Woman soldier with
cape and sword, QDGJBMTY, 1917.
IMAGE: RPT IN QIU
SHOUPING AND DING
SONG, GUJIN BAIMEI
TUYONG. GUJIN BAIMEI
TUYONG (ODES AND
PICTURES OF ONE
HUNDRED BEAUTIES
PAST AND PRESENT),
(SHANGHAI:
ZHONGHUA
TUSHUGUAN, 1917),
VOL. 3, P. 25.
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MODERN MOTHERS NURTURING
SAILOR-SUITED SONS
While the early Republican commercial artists,
Shen and Ding, reflected for the most part, the
unease about real women soldiers and their
containment in the ‘crisis femininity’ mode,
they also reflected the era’s enthusiasm for
the militarisation of the education system and
childhood more generally. Modern beauties as
mothers were frequently depicted accompanied
by a modern son wearing a western-style sailor
suit. His mother remained dressed in either the
skirt and top of the Han elite or the pants and
shirt of the younger woman fashionable at this
time. Within the vision of the modern nation
state presented in commercial art, women
were envisaged as mothers of citizen-soldiers
through the clothing of their sons.

The modern family produces fresh,
new desires for modern military
action among even the youngest of
their children.
Leading late Qing reformer, Liang Qichao
(1873–1929) linked women’s physical education
to the rise of a nation’s military strength
through the capacity of strong and healthy
women to produce strong and healthy
children.20 Modern motherhood and a revived
China were encapsulated in the militarisation
of boy’s clothing and presented as desirable to
a mass readership through their appearance in
Ding’s and Shen’s commercial art.
The late Victorian enthusiasm for the sailor
suit was part of the militarisation of childhood
that became popular as Europe’s empires
consolidated their hold over large swathes
of Asia and Africa through superior military
clout. Naval clothing for children, according
to Clare Rose, emerged in the 1840s and 1850s
when the British and German royal families
circulated images of various princes dressed
in their respective nation’s naval uniforms.
These sartorial choices marked the boys as
commanders-in-waiting. By 1865 middle-class
families were emulating this fashion and
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manufacturers of ready-made clothes emerged
to meet the rising demand. The outfit became
regarded as particularly suitable for young boys
rather than youths.21
The fashion spread around the world.
Japanese modernisers adopted the militarystyle uniform, both army and navy, for their
new school system in the 1870s. Through
the lead-up to the invasion of China and the
Pacific War, school children were regarded as
warriors in training and their school uniforms
were a pertinent reminder of this patriotic role.
Male and female Japanese uniforms diverged
in form, but both were and remain military in
inspiration.22 The sailor suit became a girls’
school uniform only in the 1920s, a function
it continues to serve today. It appears in
anime, manga and pornography as a marker of
youthful feminine charm.23
In this international context, then, it is
not surprising that children in China also
appeared in the sailor suit. Antonia Finnane
has noted that, as a result of the influence of
Japan, in particular after that nation’s defeat
of the Qing in 1895, from about 1900 ‘young
scholars inevitably began to look more and
more like young soldiers’.24 School curriculum
under the Qing included military drills and
physical education—the long scholars’ robe
(changpao) was entirely unsuitable for these
modern educational activities—and this
trend was amplified with the establishment of
the Republic.25
Multiple visions of modern-style mothering
present the male child in a western sailor suit.
One of Shen Bochen’s images has a woman
holding the hand of a young boy as they
disembark from a small boat. He wears a black
sailor suit with black beret. In his other tiny
hand, he holds an oar (fig. 11). The text tells
us of the toddler’s reluctance to return home
since he constantly wants to play at being a
sailor. The modern family produces fresh, new
desires for modern military action among
even the youngest of their children. Toys for
children also took on a military dimension as
Shen Bochen’s sketch of a young mother with
her sailor-suited toddler. Guns, swords, maps,
ships are scattered on the floor—accessories
unthinkable in Qing illustrations of children

▲ Fig 11. Shen Bochen,
Woman and toddler
playing naval games,
XXBMT, 1913.

IMAGE: COURTESY OF L AO
SHANGHAI NÜZI FENGQING
HUA: SHEN BOCHEN’S ‘XINXIN
BAIMEITU’ (DRAWINGS OF
THE ST YLE OF WOMEN OF
OLD SHANGHAI: SHEN
BOCHEN’S ‘BRAND NEW
ONE HUNDRED BEAUTIES’),
ED. BY WU HAORAN (JI’NAN:
QILU SHUSHE, 2010), P. 178.

► Fig 12. Shen Bochen,

Mother and son with
military toys, XXBMT, 1913
IMAGE: XINXIN BAIMEITU
(SHANGHAI: GUOXUE
CHUBANSHE, 1913), N.P.

and their toys. A child-size Republican flag
lies on the floor reminding readers of the
desirable object for this early martial training
(fig. 12).26 In the Qing period crickets as pets,
spinning tops, paint brushes, balls, shuttlecocks
appeared, but never weapons of war or
militarised technology.
The link to the new nation is also clear
in Ding’s depictions of a sailor-suited boy
standing with his mother as she points at the

national flag hanging decoratively either side of
a celebratory wreath (fig. 12 above). The boy in
modern martial style learns about his country’s
national day.
The sailor suit is rendered ‘Chinese’ in
another of Ding’s images where he has a
mother and her two children burning incense
for Mid-Autumn Festival. She wears the
long skirt and long shirt with a high collar,
typical of the Han elite, while her son stands
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► Fig 13. (left) Ding
Song, Mid-Autumn
Festival family,
SHSZBMTY, 1916.

IMAGE: COURTESY
OF SHANGHAI
SHIZHUANG TUYONG
(ILLUSTRATIONS AND
ODES ON SHANGHAI’S
FASHION) (TAIPEI:
GUANGWEN SHUJU,
1968), P. 55.

► Fig 14. (right)

Ding Song, Boy, ball
and dog, SHSZBMTY,
1916.
IMAGE: COURTESY
OF SHANGHAI
SHIZHUANG TUYONG
(ILLUSTRATIONS AND
ODES ON SHANGHAI’S
FASHION) (TAIPEI:
GUANGWEN SHUJU,
1968), P. 59.

► Fig 15. Ding

Song, Young boy
pestering for a game,
SHSZBMTY, 1916.
IMAGE: COURTESY
OF SHANGHAI
SHIZHUANG TUYONG
(ILLUSTRATIONS AND
ODES ON SHANGHAI’S
FASHION) (TAIPEI:
GUANGWEN SHUJU,
1968), P. 79.

behind in shorts and long socks with the wide
white collar of the sailor suit evident from
the posterior view (fig. 13). Another from the
same collection shows a boy, hands clasped
behind his back, similarly dressed, with a dog
playing at his feet waiting for the ball that
is being passed out the window to him by a
young woman. The firmness of his martial
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stance contrasts with the playfulness of the
dog’s anticipation (fig. 14). A similar contrast is
achieved in a picture of a young boy in a white
sailor suit hanging off the hips of a fashionable
young girl, wearing Chinese pants and shirt.
She has just returned from school and is
pestered by the boy to play hide and seek
despite the late hour. She looks over his head
towards another equally fashionable girl who
also sports western-style heeled shoes beneath
her Chinese pants-suit (fig. 15).
Occasionally, women are also dressed in
sailor suits—but not girl children and always
in a nautical setting. For example, Shen Bochen
provides a remarkable image of a woman
climbing out of a large ship down to a dinghy—
she holds her weight as she climbs down the
rope wearing a sailor suit, with bare legs and
leather shoes (fig. 16). In another he provides
readers with a back view of woman at the helm
of a large ship wearing a hybrid costume: the
long skirt and long shirt of the Han elite but
with the addition of the square bib-collar of
the western sailor suit. She commands the ship
and ponders the rough weather ahead hoping
the ship will be safe (fig. 17).
As with the sailor suits on children, their
appearance on women served to create a sense
of tamed, foreign cross-dressing. Clare Rose

◄ Fig 16. (left)
Shen Bochen,
Sailor-suited woman
descending a rope,
XXBMT, 1913.
IMAGE: COURTESY OF
L AO SHANGHAI NÜZI
FENGQING HUA: SHEN
BOCHEN’S ‘XINXIN
BAIMEITU’ (DRAWINGS
OF THE ST YLE OF
WOMEN OF OLD
SHANGHAI: SHEN
BOCHEN’S ‘BRAND
NEW ONE HUNDRED
BEAUTIES’), ED. BY
WU HAORAN (JI’NAN:
QILU SHUSHE, 2010),
P. 152.

◄ Fig 17. (right)

Shen Bochen, Sailorsuited woman at the
ship’s helm, XXBMT,
1913.
IMAGE: COURTESY OF
L AO SHANGHAI NÜZI
FENGQING HUA: SHEN
BOCHEN’S ‘XINXIN
BAIMEITU’ (DRAWINGS
OF THE ST YLE OF
WOMEN OF OLD
SHANGHAI: SHEN
BOCHEN’S ‘BRAND
NEW ONE HUNDRED
BEAUTIES’), ED. BY
WU HAORAN (JI’NAN:
QILU SHUSHE, 2010),
P. 53.

has noted that sailor tops were among the first
unisex garments in the late Victorian era and
that they were primarily about a recreational
mode of patriotism and imperialism. Like the
authorised and contained women warriors of
the Confucian past, the sailor-suited modern
beauty was no threat to men’s control of
national military force. They were site-specific,
recreational or decorative mimicry of the ideal
martial male role.

CONCLUSION
The reform-minded artists Shen and Ding were
committed to their new Republic and its hopes
to build a modern Chinese citizen capable
of building a strong nation-state. Despite
their depiction of a remarkable array of new
roles for women, and new egalitarian values
for all of the Republic’s new citizens, gender
parity in military service posed a threat to
the idea of male physical superiority, strength
and martial prowess. Building a prestigious
(manly) military meant keeping women out—
persuading half the population to risk their

lives in war relied in part on flattering them
into believing this was some form of sex-based
privilege or skill unique to men.
This early Republican reluctance to include
modern women as part of the modern military,
would be soon be challenged by the failure
of the Republic to bring a lasting peace to
China. As warlords vied for control over
territory and wealth, dreams of a peaceful
China with a modern society, delineated by
gender nonetheless, faded. In the late 1920s
with the Nationalist Party’s battle to defeat
the warlords and reunite a fractured China,
women were welcomed into the Nationalist
Army, received specific training in separate
military colleges, and even wore the same
uniforms as men—with the exception that
they had the roman letter W sewn onto
their left arm. Xie Bingying (1906–2000),
a Nationalist soldier who fought against the
warlords and the Japanese explained that one
of the challenges she and her female comrades
faced was the joke that the W stood for Wife.
Being taken seriously, avoiding having one’s
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sexual morals questioned, were then and
remain today a problem for women stepping
into male-coded spaces.27 ¶
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